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Abstract – This paper describes an application of
data mining to detecting misconducts, such as use of
bots and cheats, in Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs). A method is
proposed that exploits the information on action
frequencies, types, and intervals available in the
targeted MMORPG log data. The aforementioned
information is used as the input to a support vector
machine. Evaluation results, using log data, available
in rollback database, from Cabal Online, confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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misconducts with CAPTCHA [1, 2] or detecting
them at the game level based on movement
patterns [3-8], operating-system level based on
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reason for practical use limitation is due to
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1．Introduction
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This can serve as a basis to detect

characters, those performing misconducts, are
forwarded to the second stage that uses SVM to
judge whether they are irregular characters.
At the first stage, character c is judged as an
irregular character if at least one of its actions
exists that satisfies all three conditions below:
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In this paper, we propose a method for detection

frequencies by character y, and the action

of MMORPG misconducts that improves our

frequency of the regular player, the one with

recent method [11]. In addition to action

misconducts unobserved, in the training data who

frequencies and types used also
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most frequently invoked action x, respectively. In

information on action intervals is exploited as the

addition, ρ is a parameter obtained from the

input to a support vector machine (SVM) [12].

training data through the following two steps:

in [11],

Evaluation of the proposed method using rollback



database from Cabal Online (Fig. 1) [13],

For each irregular character b in the training
data, add action a to list L if its ratio

published in Japan by Gamepot Inc., reveals 90%

,
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of the Matthews correlation coefficient (a typical

all actions that satisfy

quality measure for binary classification) [14] with

freq

the detection time (the amount of time to let a

,

character of interest play for detection of its



method in [11], we describe two methods. The
former serves as an intermediate method exploiting
action frequencies and types in a different fashion
from the method in [11]. The latter is the proposed
method where the information on action intervals
is additionally exploited.

2.1 Our Previous Method
This method consists of two detection stages. The
first stage detects misconducts by using only action
frequencies. All characters not judged as irregular

_

(4)
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compared to our previous method [11].

Following a brief description of our previous

_
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misconducts) of 60 mins, an 8% increase

2．Methodology

is the minimum among
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(5)
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If L is not null, set ρ to the median of the
elements of L; otherwise, set ρ to an
extremely large value in order not to judge
any character as irregular.

At the second stage, each of the characters not
judged as irregular at the first stage is represented
by a vector of m dimensions, where m is the
number of action types. An element of the vector
of a character of interest corresponds to one action
type and is 1 when the character conducted the
action and 0, otherwise. These m-dimensional
vectors are used for training and testing SVM.

2.2 Intermediate Method

[0, 1), [1, 2), ..., [t-1, t), and [t, ∞), respectively.

The second stage in the above method is not
robust against countermeasures by bot or cheat
developers. For example, they might develop

The m+i th element for the now m+t+1
dimensional vector of character c is defined as
follows:
_

misconduct tools that execute a wide range of
actions to mimic regular characters, making the
tools harder to be detected. All conditions
employed in the first stage, (1)-(6), are heuristics
and

might

lack

generalizability

for

other

MMORPGS.
An intermediate method for circumventing the
above issues uses only SVM but with the
m-dimensional input vector that takes into account
not only action types but also action frequencies.

_
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_
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where interval_freq(i,c) denotes the frequency
value

of

[i-1,

i)

for

character

c

and

max_interval_freq(c) the highest frequency among
all t+1 intervals of

character c. Note that the

normalization and use of the 4-th root are used for
the same purpose as (7).

3．Evaluation and discussions

Each element of the input vector has a value from

The same Cabal Online data sets used in [11] are

0 to 1, and the corresponding element for action a

also used here for comparing the above three

of character c is defined as follows:

methods.
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Therein, four data sets were obtained

by partitioning, with the overlap ratio of 0.5, the
three-day log of each character into multiple

where max_freq(c) denotes the frequency of the

chunks with the widths of 60, 45, 30, and 15 mins,

action that character c most frequently invoked and

respectively. Note that the chunk width indicates

is used for normalizing the value of each vector

the amount of time required to let a character of

element. In addition, the 4-th root is used for

interest play in order to detect its misconducts,

maintaining the influences of actions with less

henceforth called detection time. Each data set

frequency by increasing their values; we have

consists of seven regular characters of the Blader

empirically found that this transformation gives

character class and seven detected irregular

promising results.

characters of the same class, where character levels

2.3 Proposed Method

are evenly distributed between regular and
irregular characters.

The proposed method additionally takes into

A SVM tool called SVM-Light Support Vector

account the distribution of action intervals. This

Machine [15] with the linear kernel was used for

makes it harder for bot or cheat developers to

obtaining the Matthews correlation coefficient

perform counter measures against the proposed
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method because mimicking the action interval
distributions of regular players will inevitably
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lower bot or cheat performances. As in the

of each method for all four data sets, where TP is

intermediate method, SVM is used. However, in

the number of true positives, TN the number

addition to the aforementioned m elements, the

of true

input vector of SVM has t+1 more elements. Each

positives and FN the

new element indicating the frequency of the

negatives. The parameters TP, TN, FP, and FN of

interval between two consecutive actions lying in

each method for a data set of interest were

negatives, FP the

number
number

of false
of false

obtained by using cross validation. In each fold of
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